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                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.7.0 -
                                                Released 15 November 2022
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2067 - Duplicate images are now made unique when tagged for programmatic replacement
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    ICE-133 - Fixed crash caused by pressing button in interactive form
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Tweeked find/rep dialog layout to allow for status messages to be read
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    ICE-106 Infix crash on deletion of annotation
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.9 -
                                                Released 13 July 2022
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    ICE-73 - Changing font-size of tabbed text doesn't reflow correctly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    ICE-72 - Tabs ignored during copy/paste
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    ICE-71 - Tab gaps between table cells were causing lines to break
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4756 - Galley resize causes bad reflow of multi-tab lines
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.8 -
                                                Released 19 May 2022
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4743 - last para in text box should have same spacing as previous
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4742 - Improved quality of text reflow
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4431 - Improved rendering of images with Luminosity blend mode
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4532 - Improved support for more kinds of JPEG2000 images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3901 - Improved compatibility and reponsivness when rendering certain kinds of scanned PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4234 - Improved handling of badly encoded JPEG2000 images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4666 - Improved support for JPEG2000 images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added new macros for Bates numbering - DOCNUM, DOCCOUNT, PAGECOUNT
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4739 - Improved support for badly formed PDF (XREF overflow)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4721 - Improved display and responsivness of interactive forms with multi-line text entry
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4722 - Improved paragraph formation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4635 - Better support for corrupted PDF files
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4695 - Improved support for user-defined stamp PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4684 - Improved rendering of pages with large, bogus clipping coordinates
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4688 - OCR hiddent text and scanned image shown at the same time as soon as editing starts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4677 - Text highlight was broken for third-party pdf viewers: not transparent and distorted
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.7 -
                                                Released 22 April 2022
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4730 - Text rendered as a clipping path can no longer be edited as text (just as graphics)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4732 - Fixed crash in Font Remapping dialog and initialisation failure in some instances
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4729 - Find/replace could cause character spacing to go wrong
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed possible crash during progress update
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved detection of right indents on paragraphs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4722 - Improved the way text reflows (especially with respect to short lines)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4724 - Improved robustness of auto-translation when it's given bad XML by Bing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4705 - Copied interactive form elements are now pasted in the middle of the visible area of the page.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4690 - Fixed possible crash during printing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4703 - Fixed slow-scrolling problem in long PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2847 - Improved memory usage during word count which helps counts for long PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4332 - New form elements now include the page number in their name to ensure they do not clash with simmilar elements on other pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4654 - Improved editing of text using small-caps fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4592 - Support for basic rendering of Gouraud shaded triangle meshes
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4646 - Improved handling of badly formed PDFs (bad /Page dictionary)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4647 - Increased rendering speed for certain kinds of complex pages that include many clipped items
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3883 - Improved handling of image masks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4566 - Joining files from folder doesn't include the images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved formatting of Translation Popup windows when hoverring over tagged text or images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3753 - Pressing 'Tab' to move between interactive form elements now works better
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4117 - Improved smoothing of 1-bit masked images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    "Don't remind me" check-box on Renewal reminder pop-up wasn't always acted upon
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Disabling "Show translation popups" in File->Preferences...->Editing now displays translation info in status bar
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4089 - Improved smoothing of characters in type 3 fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4085 - Improved rending of non-embedded fonts when no substitute is available on user's computer
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4582 - Fixed problem when rotating graphics in a PDF form XObject
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4483 - Math Greek characters were sometimes being rendered as squares
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3932 - Underline and Strikethrough colours are now remmembered for subsequent uses
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4299 - Added support for 1-channel, 2 bpp images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4188 - Better rendering of zero-width bar-lines in music notation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4601 - Added 'Remove Tag' option to Image Tag dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4622 - Improved handling of overset, single-line text boxes.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4616 - Fixed possible crash during File->Join...
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4083 - Fixed bug related to cropping rotated pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4327 - Fixed bug in rarely-used text marking command - (") which could cause text to be displayed in wrong position
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4422 - Better handling of Chromakey masks for images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4388 - Better handling of radio button groups in interactive forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4184 - Better handling of objects with differing stroke/fill opacity
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4618 - Improved Translate->Local->Import behaviour for certain PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3561 - TextPlus doesn't work on a checkbox
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4602 - Better rendering of fonts with WinAnsii/MacRoman encodings
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed 'Cancel' button on recover autosave dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4614 - Fixed possible crash after auto-save
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4593 - Better handling of custom encodings of fonts (avoids garbled text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4613 - drawing object could disappear when you change its fill & stroke colours
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4610 - Bad XML generated during local export 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4598 - If you edit an image using an externl editor, you aren't prompted to save PDF when closing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4292 - Fixed problem of not being able to open certain 1-page PDFs (no pages tree)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4607 - Improved rendering of certain kinds of complex colour blends
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4399 - Document window doesn't get repainted after removing article thread
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.6 -
                                                Released 11 January 2022
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed problem of off-screen windows when using multiple monitors.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2523 - Autosave facility now writes to the temp folder rather than that of the original PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2475 - Changed Find & replace in bookmarks and comments, so they do not use currently selected text as the search phrase
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4359 - Better handling of ColorBurn blend-mode
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3993 - Better editing of text written using badly formed Type 3 fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3332 - Fixed Help button in Find & Replace Colours dialogue box
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4351 - Fixed crash when editing hyperlinks with a URL more than 512 characters in length
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3791 - Improved handling of PDFs with extremely large number of fonts (>5,000)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4375 - Improved display and handling of highlighted text (comments)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4458 - Setting for Bates numbering font size ignored
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4496 - Interactive form elements were hard to select after switching between View⇾Interactive form fields and back again
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4453 - Better handling of filenames with non-Ascii characters (during OCR)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4528 - Better editing when text includes glyphs using the same Unicode value as Space
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4523 - PDF/A status is lost on extracted pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4515 - crash on Ctrl+space during editing text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4010 - Better handling of JBIG2000 compressed images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2424 - Set Default directory for opening and saving files to user's Document folder
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4474 - Better handling of leader-dots, typically used in Table Of Contents
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4494 - Fixed possible freeze when adding polygon drawing objects to a page
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4080 - Crash when saving file (tidying fonts)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3877 - Bates numbering "x of y" wasn't getting translated for non-English GUI
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3753 - Fixed issue with tab order when switching between interactive form elements using the Tab key
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3533 - Fixed problem with T123 link text box tool and undo
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3486 - Keyboard shortcuts not saved
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2753 - Better handling of corrupted PDF pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4482 - Scrolling through an extremely complex, interactive form could cause a crash
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3923 - Fixed issue which could cause text selection highlight to occur in wrong position above selected text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3419 - Improved handling of LZW compressed images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3473 - PDF's images are badly rendered (JP2000 issue)
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.5 -
                                                Released 11 October 2021
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4462 - Crash due to long lines in paragraph
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4461 - Crash rendering page with type2 pattern function
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4448 - Crashes while scrolling through pages.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4433 - vertical chars and layout problems in auto-translate
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4441 - problem getting font from replacedict due to non-ascii name of font
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.4 -
                                                Released 16 September 2021
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4435 - Fixed possible crash on XLIFF export when processing a PDF that had already been edited
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4432 - Fixed possible crash during auto-translation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4431 - Improved rendering of JPeg2000 format images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4420 - Improved rendering of masked images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved formation of lines and paragraphs of Chinese text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved layout during Auto-translation from Latin languages to Chinese
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4325 - Auto-translation usage dialog box was broken. Now displays correct values
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4414 - Fixed problem with auto-translation which could leave parts of the page untranslated
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Removed various redundant file from MacOS install which appeared to trigger false virus alerts with some Mac virus scanners
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4396 - Signatures with umlauts in their name can't be deleted
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.3 -
                                                Released 18 August 2021
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4383 - Automatic merging of text boxes could leave some text uneditable
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4389 - "Paste text with formatting" preference setting is not restored after reboot
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4385 - Spellcheck makes hidden text visible 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4372 - Better handling of Wingdings (and other symbolic fonts) during editing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4371 - Fixed crash when editing - related to list detection
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved translation of documents processed with OCR.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4320 - Text disappears when you start editing. partial fix.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4324 - Crash on word count
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4311 - Text box shrinks to almost zero size
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4294 - Crashes on Mac (64-bit)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4293 - Improved rendering of certain kinds of shade fills
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.2 -
                                                Released 12 May 2021
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4258 - Hyperlinks not working correctly on rotated page.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4268 - Fixed blank pages issue caused by unrecognised keyword (currentdic)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4269 - Improved decision-making regarding paragraph breaks inference
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4252 - Delete a page and links disappear.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4254 - annot highlights being drawn in wrong place after scrolling
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4246 - Hyperlinks not respecting custom zoom.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4237 - Improved rendering of luminous soft masks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4243 - bullets not detected if the line starts with whitespace
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4236 - Auto-fit (stretch) text behaviour is now a little simpler and more predictable.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4217 - Not rendering a white gradient fill.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4218 - Spellchecker fails on Mac
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4124 - Keep text box selected after switching from text edit tool to object tool.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4216 - bullets caused by shaping font with /Identity CIDtoGID map
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4205 - Wrong text direction for last line of some paras
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.1 -
                                                Released 25 March 2021
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4197 - Crash importing Arab translation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4179 - Crash rendering font preview (Malayam)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4130 - opacity of Comments displayed wrongly after file save.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4153 - merged file can't be opened in Adobe Reader
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4171 - files created with Latex not shown correctly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4176 - certain images shown as black near the right-hand edge
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4169 - certain kinds of watermark not displayed transparent
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.6.0 -
                                                Released 08 March 2021
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4028 - Possible crash when converting text to outlines
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4173 - Fixed possible crash when first clicking on text to edit it
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4162 - Better handling of PDF streams with a /Length1 rather than a /Length
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved paragraph formation for PDFs that result from the OCR process
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4120 - Improved rendering of objects with a Lighten/Darken blend-mode
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4144 - files may be turned 180° when saved (reduced size)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4123 - Fixed display issue with outsize annotation bounding boxes
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4113 - Fixed issue with adding smart quotes when there was an existing text selection
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4132 - Improved rendering of fonts with custom, symbolic encodings
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4138 - Fixed issue with Replace All not working in some cases
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added Noto fonts to installer to allow for local, automated translation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4129 - Better handling of unusual CIDtoGID mappings around 0
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4128 - Improved rendering of transparency with luminosity
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Edit image facility didn't work for folders with wide characters in them (UTF8 stuff)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4118 - Fixed possible crash when loading a PDF with a form containing javascript
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4114 - Improved display of Arial font for PDFs that use but do not embed it.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4095 - Pressing Escape now switched to the default tool (as set in Preferences)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4119 - Improved behaviour of T+ tool when clicking on checkboxes
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4103 - Improved behaviour of Search button in the Remap Fonts dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4115 - Improved handling of formatted text when pasting from other apps
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4106 - Improved reflow of paragraph including tabstops
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4067 - Fixed possible crash with nested forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4046 - Improved handling of comments within annotations
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4049 - Fixed redaction of text inside an interactive form
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4034 - Fixed possible crash when reading link with NULL destination
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Removed support for WindowsXP
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Reworked Find & Replace Font Size dialog box
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Save PDFs as PDF/1A for long-term archiving
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Reworked auto-translation to no longer use external Iceni server
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved handling of wide characters in file names
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    PDF Comparisons - find differences between two similar PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Bi-directional text editing - edit Arabic, Hebrew, Urdu etc.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Digital signatures - sign and verify PDFs, manage trusted certificates
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    New comments panel with colour-coded comments and wrap-around text
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.5.2 -
                                                Released 30 October 2020
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z4019 - Improved paragraph formation when dealing with a mix of different text rotations
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3995 - Improved rendering of images in groups with opacity less than 100%
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    - fixed bug which caused old debug log files to remain on the computer
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3863 - watermark lost after saving file
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3981 - Could not export to HTML if user's name includes wide characters
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3952 - Fixed possible crash when removing an object from its clip group
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3887 - Display of translucent annotations wrong
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3944 - Better handling of invisible annotations
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3898 - Fixed bug when redacting images on rotated pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3972 - Image redact tool causes image to disappear.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3953 - Improved display of un-embedded Type1 fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3925 - Was ignoring 'Initial Page' value of a PDF which governs which page is initially displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3962 - Improved handling of TrueType font mappings
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3913 - Fixed problem that could cause type3 fonts to appear the wrong colour
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3933 - Better handling of OpenType fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3921 - Fixed missing chars issue caused by incorrect .notdef classification
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3895 - Improved display of text highlight annotations
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3888 - Better handling of NULL font encodings
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3973 - Saving a watermarked pdf from a previous version does not remove watermarks from unedited pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3850 - Fixed bates numbering issue where numbering started at 0 instead of 1
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3849 - Fixed possible crash when right-clicking on a text form field
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3231 - Fixed problem with display of rotated annotations
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3840 - Improved handling of Unicode mapping in embedded fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3706 - Better handling of invisible form buttons
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3948 - Improved Undo for Delete Across Pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3964 - Improved speed of text editing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3931 - infix - crash when using swatch colour from find/replace in previous doc
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3937 - Find/Replace no longer does a reflow if all you do is change the colour of text.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3917 - Improved ability to read some broken PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3912 - Shadows turn pink.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3910 - Better handling of charmaps in type1 compact fonts.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3899 - Infix - horizontal guides broken
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3880 - PDF using non embedded fonts. Picking wrong font from system.
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                                                    Drawing toolbar is reset on first start to take account of new icons
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3866 - Incorrect spacing between words in some cases
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3860 - Fixed crash introduced in 7.5.0 when loading portfolio/collection pdfs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3855 - LineWidth tool missing an icon
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3857 - Wrong title on Line Width dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3856 - Changed text doesn't highlight after using Text->Change Case
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3858 - Font changes being lost after Text->Change Case
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                                                    z3827 - Acrobat wouldn't open a PDF/A file after saving with Infix
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3823 - Images missing in certain cases (image mask shape/opacity determination)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3817 - Fixed missing Free Text annotations (z-order/translation)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3808 - Partially opaque shapes could be rendered too dark (ignoring /FillOpacity value)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2864 - Improved display of badly formed Type 1 Compact fonts (badly encoded name)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3809 - Fixed missing text issue (better handling of badly nested BDC/EMC pair)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3807 - Fixed missing character issue related to ToUnicode mapping of off-disc fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3805 - Improved display of coloured Type3 fonts (previously always black)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3773 - Added better progress to File Merge facility
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3788 - Fixed crash when opening certain PDFs (dereferencing NULL).
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3781 - Text missing from PDF (interactive form) from MS Edge (bad cmaps)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3784 - Exporting as XML gives blank output (PDF pages had inverted Page BBox)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3779 - Improved memory handling when merging large PDFs.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3458 - Missing text highlights (when they don't have an appearance stream of their own)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3395 - Improved password verification when opening protected PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3430 - Thumbnails missing on password protected PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3777 - Layers were being confused in certain cases after saving an edited PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3754 - Added support for 16 bps images (missing images)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3771 - Improved render quality of indexed images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3740 - Loading the wrong cmap when rendering an embedded Type1 compact font (missing accents)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3750 - crash occurs when file is saved in reduced size (tiff related)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3751 - Unembedded True Type font rendering issue (missing Š, Č glyphs)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3767 - Improved handling of interactive forms not containing a /P page designator
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3761 - Type1 Compact font rendering problem.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3746 - Fixed missing character issue for PDFs with un-embedded fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3735 - Improved handling of HTML markers during auto-translate
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3741 - tooltips knock you out of editing mode in interactive forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3744 - Eliminated red border when view interactive forms is on.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3727 - Add line-width control to drawing toolbar.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3728 - Pasted objects now appear in middle of screen.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3663 - Problems using TAB key to switch between form fields
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3734 - Fixed display of Type3 fonts that have no name
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3706 - problem displaying annotations
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Removed page labels from main navigation bar text box
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3714 - Fixed display issue with certain CID fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3729 - Cannot change dash pattern on arrowed lines.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3716 - Fixed crash when trying to edit corrupt PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3708 - Fixed display issue causing clipped horizontal lines to disappear
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3703 - Improved handling of accented characters in form fields
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3700 - Improved rendering of Type1 fonts with specific kinds of glyph maps 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3660 - Scrolling could cause a crash when certain kinds of annotation were present on earlier pages.
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                                                    z3657 - fixed issue with 'Overlay' blend mode which could cause wrong colouration
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3656 - fixed problem with margin position values in Bate Numbering dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3624 - mishandling of line-width value could cause large black boxes to appear in some cases
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3692 - Thumbnails are now numbered using logical and physical page numbers (in brackets)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3670 - the most recently used font now appear at the top of list of fonts in the font browser
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3701 - PDFs generated via te auto-translate facility may not be edited for free
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3689 - fixed crash when saving filled-in form
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3671 - text fielding not being rendered correctly.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3655 - Colour picker not reflecting colour of selected text.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3658 - not dealing with a "Darken" blend mode correctly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3644 - emdash not getting rendered
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3641 - Apostrophe missing from certain badly encoded fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3638 - improved rendering of clipping to softmasks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3635 - improved detection of underlined text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3634 - better handling of softmasks when performing OCR
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3633 - better handling of badly formed forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3626 - improved handling of Thai text and paragraphs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3622 - certain ink annotations missing from display
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3619 - black borders added around graphics after saving file
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3621 - Some free text annotations were not being displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3620 - text in some form-fields could appear outside of the field 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3612 - improvements to form filling
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    All toolbars are now reset on installation (for the current user only).
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed problem with Check For Upgrade dialog box.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    New dashed-line control on drawing toolbar
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                                                    z3611 - the type (right/left/centre) of the last tabstop added is now remembered
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3609 - improved formation of paragraphs for text blocks in close proximity to each other
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3606 - sometimes text was wrongly classified as subscript
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2864 - gibberish text caused by loading of wrong cmap
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3601 - better handling of mono-spaced fonts in PDFs where the font is not embedded
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    - Auto-translation is now free of charge for the first 50 pages per month for licensed users
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3603 - Colours could change after saving (stroked, gradient fills)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3598 - Synthetic spaces are now always removed from the end of field tags
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3596 - Wrong languages sent to TransPDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3595 - Cannot edit/reset server URL in TransPDF login dialog after first login
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3589 - Better support for display of vertically written text 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3538 - Added support for Copy/Paste in sticky-note windows (CTRL+C / CTRL+V)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3592 - Allow users to stop yellow paragraph ID tooltips that appear in translated PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3453 - better handling of space characters when making automatic bookmarks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3449 - 'Save as PDF 1.4 option...' could not be disabled in Preferences dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3557 - better support for 'Submit form data' action with PDF as the export format
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3516 - page contents disappear once you try to edit them
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3582 - interactive form text becomes invisible after clicking on another text field
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3469 - Improved editing of text with compound characters such as 'ä' where the character is made from 'a' and '¨'
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3342 - Long comments are now shown truncated in the comments view panel
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3442 - Fixed possible crash when clicking on Submit button in interactive form
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3519 - sometimes the left-hand-side of text in an interactive form field would could be cut-off
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3559 - Context menu over a form-field would appear only briefly then disappear
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3575 - clicking on a form field with the hand tool would switch to edit mode briefly before switching back again making form-filling very difficult. Also, hitting Tab key in a form wouldn't move you to the next field.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3579 - better handling of super/sub-scripts in rotated text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3480 - each character is missing pixels along left hand edge
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3530 - barcode displayed incorrectly (lines missing)
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                                                    z3572 - Distorted text in text form field (overlapping characters).
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3559 - Context menu of form field disappears after a short period of time.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3570 - Text get's clipped after TLines are made.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3569 - Form editing gets interrupted as soon as tooltip is shown.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3565 - Better support for styled checkboxes and radio buttons
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3553 - Form field settings get discarded after revisiting the "Properties" dialog.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3479 - text changes colour after translation import
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3554 - Checkboxes created by Infix don't check/uncheck correctly in Adobe Reader.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3468 - Eliminated bogus 'loading bookmarks...' error when opening certain PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3551 - Auto-fit facility was not working correctly in Translate->Local->Import
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3536 - interactive form Buttons with icons were not be dealt with correctly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3545 - underlines being inferred incorrectly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3475 - PDF text rendered incorrectly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3541 - backslash disappears when searching and replacing.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3427 - better display of text from TextMaker & PlanMaker from SoftMaker
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3532 - Improved display of text added via Bates numbering (font errors)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3417 - Better handling of excessively clipped text - better display and faster editing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3527 - Cannot copy/paste form fields during forms editing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3421 - Tooltips of form objects don't get shown
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3521 - Text spacing could be wrong when using multi-byte fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3518 - signature image could be wrong size small when inside a form element
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3470 - Possible crash when editing a document with TextPlus.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3466 - Possible crash when opening PDFs containing very long names
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3520 - Better handling of filename with trailing spaces (Windows)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3488 - Text displayed in wrong position if using the 'cm' operator for positioning
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3517 - Better handling of PDF with bogus pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3506 - Coloured pattern doesn't get shown.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    3507 - Cancel button missing from dialog on Mac during auto-translation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3504 - Possible crash when checking for an active license on start-up
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Missing translation could cause problems using TransPDF from within non-English versions
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3216 - Possible crash when doing form editing using German user-interface
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3493 - zoom tool not working
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                                                    z3424 - Improve rendering of B/W bitmaps.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3379 - "Zoom in on results" increases zoom level too much
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3439 - Improved behaviour of auto-scrolling
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Image missing on Activate dialog 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3438 - Fixed font display issue which could result in gibberish text being displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3485 - viewing overset text problems could cause a crash.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3484 - 'Join files' crashes.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3482 - Pasting RTF from clipboard can cause a crash
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3421 - Tooltips of form objects were not being shown
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3461 - OCR Cancel button not working on Macintosh
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3405 - Improved compatibility of interactive forms created in Infix with Adobe reader
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3399 - checkmarks in checkboxes were not always centred within their boxes in interactive forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3342 - Long tooltips could overflow the edge of the screen making them difficult to read.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3465 - pasting text into invisible OCR text box causes a crash.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3410 - Drop into form mode for a forms PDF.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3441 - Styled checkboxes and radio buttons were sometimes rendered (and printed) incorrectly.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added support for 256-bit encryption
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                                                    z3347 - Non-Latin1 characters were not being saved correctly in interactive form objects.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3400 - Character displayed as ? for embedded Calibri font if Calibri not installed as system font.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3411 - modified security warning for auto-trans previews and 1-page previews
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3409 - Fixed issue with Page Resize function not working on all pages.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added better error for 256bit AES encrypted PDFs.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3401 - stopping infix warning about overset text when trying to save a translation preview
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3396 - Bookmark view drag scrolling not working correctly
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3393 - Fixed Bookmark creation error related to nesting bookmarks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Auto-translation facility
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                                                    z3270 - Improved display of free-text comments when no display list is present in the PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3275 - Fixed crash when loading corrupt PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3268 - Font display bogus characters.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3272 - CAT export: Missing checkbox "Limit to marked content only"
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    clicking on the "from" or "to" text edits in the Insert Pages Dialog was not setting the "Page Range" radio as checked.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3258 - Better handling of setLineWidth with negative widths
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3253 - Improved handling of line annotations/comments
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3239 - Add the ability to Auto Correct a complete font. Not just selected text.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3235 - Added new warning for PDF that require javascript to display correctly
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                                                    z3229 - Fixed bug when running on Mac : TrueType fonts with an ampersand in their name were being treated as TrueType collections and then crashing. For example "Champagne & Limousines"
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3224 - Bottom scrollbar missing in half screen mode.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3222 - Fixed issue which could cause characters to have zero width during editing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3217 - Improved appearance of View->Interactive Form Fields facility
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3210 - Fixed crash when starting bates numbering.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Improved Activating warnings when activation fails.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3189 - Fixed issue which could make it impossible to delete new form items.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3186 - Mishandling of multiple text clipping paths could cause text to go black on edit
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3202 - Fixed crash caused by PDFs with long /Names inside a dictionary. 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3191 - Add the ability to add images as Watermarks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3183 - Changing the colour of any new object (but not text) added to a New PDF caused a crash.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3163 - Changed wording in Find & Replace dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3173 - fixed possible crash when processing ligatures
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                                                    z3164 Pages->Replace... doesn't show any dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3161 Improved ease of selecting objects covered by invisible forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed intermittent crash in Font picker dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3159 Signatures with non ascii names do not work correctly.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3152 Better formatting of date in comment windows
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Auto-correct facility in Text->Remap Selected Characters could report a licensing error.
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                                                    Added 15 new language translations for the user interface
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed redraw issue in comparison mode - black bars could appear
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed issue with Mac installer continuously asking to upgrade
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added new 'Obscure after export' facility to the Snapshot function
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Moved comparison mode items from Translate menu to View menu
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added new Open for Comparison menu item to File menu
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                                                    z3108 - Some TrueType font rendering failed due to lcd smoothing
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3134 - OCR wasn't working for black and white scans
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3076 - New facility to blank out snapshot area after taking snapshot.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3131 - removed 'Join...' from Hand-tool context menu
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3115 - Editing interactive read-only form file could cause crash.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3113 - Better handling of very long pages. 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3067 - Some Type3 fonts not displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3121 - Editing Free Text comment could cause crash.
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                                                    z3118 Fixed crash when creating a new document. This problem was introduced in version 7.2.8.
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                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Turned off start-up reminder about crash logs.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3110 - A '0' value in prefs 'edit:batch size' will now cause the default '150' to be used instead.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3109 - Stop button during 'Problem Report' generation doesn't work
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3107 - Fixed bug in resize pages which stopped it working
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3095 - Infix - 'Hide All OCR Text' was not always hiding the text. No does all pages, even if they've not been edited. Takes longer but has progress dlg.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3091 - OCR causes "Out of Memory".
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2888 - Fixed crash which could occur after saving edited PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3083 - Signature widgets were not being displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3045 - Crash when trying to open PDF with radial shade fill nesting within type 1 pattern
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3077 - Infix runs out of memory during 'Problem Report'.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Support a key file being passed on the command line
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3073 - Objects missing due to mis-detection of empty clip
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed possible startup crash on MacOS
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3072 - Crash on 'Bring to front'.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3071 - Image size grows after tagging.
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.7 -
                                                Released 18 June 2018
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Renamed 'Flightcheck' to 'Problem report' throughout application
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3066 - fill checkbox greyed out on annot properties.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3063 - Fixed problem with Italic button which stopped it working with certain PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3062 - Zoom-in checkbox does not work in Find all
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3061 - Finding double-spaces and single quote broken
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.6 -
                                                Released 22 May 2018
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3058 - Improved display of Type 3 1-bit-per-component fonts.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3057 - Better handling of InDesign small-caps modified fonts when exporting to other formats
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2694 - Better handling of transparent, indexed, PNG images.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3056 - Improved handling of PDFs with no embedded fonts to fix problem of garbage characters.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3049 - Resize Pages wasn't working if you tried to resize some pages after first resizing others.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3041 - Form controls from deleted pages could appear on remaining pages
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3042 - Better handling of radio button groups in interactive forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3010 - Infix crashes when you load LiveCycle PDF and then print. black checkboxes and other widget bugs.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3028 - fixed problem which could cause characters to be wrongly recognised as accents.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3036 - Added upper/lower case control to text-tagging dialog
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.5 -
                                                Released 12 April 2018
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed a possible crash that could occur at start-up
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3015 - Gibberish characters displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3035 - Not dealing with selecting single lines in a rotated page
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3031 - Improved detail in Hoz/Vert rulers at high zooms in millimetres.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2637 - Improved smoothing of 1-bit images.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3024 - Crash after drag & drop of PNG image
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3023 - Single quotes/apostrophe missing in render.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3022 - White line appears on page.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3002 - Extraneous lines displayed on pages with certain kinds of unclosed paths
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3009 - Crash when opening PDF with specific kind of Type1 font encoding
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z3010 - Crash when you load LiveCycle PDF and then print.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2990 - Hidden objects exported.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2987 - RTF Exported text in wrong colour. 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2982 - Characters missing in pdf using MacRoman encoding
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2986 - Grid spacing changes on moving an object and saving.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Help pages not displaying due to changes to main website
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2978 - extracted image could overwrite previous image when using Image->Extract To File
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2972 - not dealing with 2bpc indexed colour space images
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2976 - Problem exporting images inside tables
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2974 - Vertical text always rendered in output even when "Render text in vector artwork" is unchecked.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2973 - Exporting page as an image causes grid to be rendered.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2969 - Image missing in render if transparency was enabled
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2944 - Improved handling of large strings
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2942 - Improved rending of images with colour-key masks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2942 - Improved rending of outline fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2942 - Improved handling of dashed-lines
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2942 - Improved display of barcode text
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2694 - Improved rendering of PNG images with indexed colour-spaces + transparency
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Freetype sub-hinting enabled for text display
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.4 -
                                                Released 24 January 2018
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2963 - Spaces missing between words when editing certain PDFs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    - Improved message when checking for updates
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2957 - Fixed problem with PDF templating
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2939 - Improved TWAIN support gives better interaction with Canon Scanners
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    New version of PDF Printer which supports Citrix and Windows Server.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2890 - Better info/errors when clicking on external hyperlink 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2930 - Fixed compatibility issue with font mapping correction facility
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2924 - Some Thai characters missing when viewed in Infix
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2921 - Fixed scrolling problem after changing properties of an interactive form element
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.3 -
                                                Released 20 November 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2912 - Button label font size change update issue
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2915 - Can now compare files by drag & drop
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2913 - Can't edit text after clicking in a form.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2511 - Document properties wouldn't save properly if they contained non Latin characters
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2914 - Crash in forms due to checking for NULL too late.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2898 - double-click form field grabs mouse and won't let go
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.2 -
                                                Released 30 October 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed problem with local translation XML generation which could include &,<,>
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2863 - Incorrect font displaying problem with FlexiPDF Pro.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2903 - You can now dictate group membership for radio buttons in forms 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2908 - Flightchecking a PDF with non ASCII name could cause problems
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2904 - Characters get messed up on import of XML
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2901 - Hang on flight-check when trying to compute comfortable zoom level
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2896 - New form gives error in Acrobat.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed potential crash when saving a PDF with an empty contents stream
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Infix - New icons for new form editing tools
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2894 - Downsampling inverted image incorrectly rotated the image by 180 degrees
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2883 - Displaying orphaned annotation which could not be deleted
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2881 - Text displayed with wrong capitalisation.
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.1 -
                                                Released 06 October 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2886 - Fixed Find/Replace fonts/sizes
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.2.0 -
                                                Released 05 October 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2863 - Upgraded freetype library to improve font display
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2856 - Guides were splitting paragraphs
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2851 - Image rotated after tagging
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2819 - Characters incorrectly shown due to bad unicode map
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2847 - improved memory handling during word count
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2842 - File export prefs for RTF.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2825 - added logging file and log button for diagnostics
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2813 - improved jpeg2000 support
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2816 - crash on drag'n drop join files
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2806 - Font causes crash 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2537 - Spaces after umlaut
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.9 -
                                                Released 03 August 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2785 - Improved font support on Macintosh
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Updated Infix PDF Printer driver
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2811 - Find Hyperlinks could crash when reading very long web addresses
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2790 - Ruler marking could be wrong in certain circumstances
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2782 - Added support for 2 bits per component grey-scale image.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2665 - Crash when loading corrupt PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2781 - Change Page Down key behaviour so that it operates like the right key when in page fit mode.
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.8 -
                                                Released 14 July 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Fixed signing problem with PDF Printer Driver
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2778 - Image missing due to mishandling of Form's extGstate
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.7 -
                                                Released 11 July 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Added 'Help' to license expirey reminder pop-up
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2770 - Fixed undo when adding a new Stamp to a page
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2774 - Fixed issue with File->Join when joining image files
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2709 - Corrected slightly wrong dimensions for A-series paper sizes (A4,A3, etc.)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2740 - New CMAP added which improved display of some CJK fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2761 - Fixed display problem when text used as a clipping path
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2754 - After OCR corrections text is still visible.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2743 - Enable Save menu when a watermarked PDF is loaded in a registered version.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2690 - Better handling of Type 3 fonts that incorrectly specify a base font.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2718 - Fixed display display of rotated type-3 fonts
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Better handling of control characters when using the Translate->Local system.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2734 - Talos Security Advisory for Iceni (TALOS-2017-0367)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2728 - Background image missing then removed after editing. Improved handling of shade-fills coupled with soft-masks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2583 - Certain types of image appear black
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2717 - Remember tab last used in colour picker dialogue box.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2692 - Crash when Google Analytics report PDF is openned
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2684 - Windows Icons dissapear when installing Infix. Infix PDF Printer was changing the Internet Explorer preference to allow web fonts to be downloaded. New driver version which should not do this anymore.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2704 - Error when you try to export some kinds of image
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.6 -
                                                Released 06 June 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2699 - Extracting images caused some image to turn grey
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2630 - PDF could become blank after editing and saving
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2596 - Possible crash when exporting certain image types as PNG
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2621 - Corrupt PDF could cause a freeze on loading
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2618 - Images could appear distorted if they used a indirect DecodeParams reference
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2618 - Wrong characters displayed for an unembedded font with a bad Unicode map
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2643 - Infix looks wrong on 4K screens.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2654 - PDFs with unembedded ArialMT font could lead to incorrect characters being displayed
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2652 - Characters could overlap in certain cases due to incorrect handling of widths
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2653 - Freeze when opening PDF with bogus dash pattern array values
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2591 - Crash when trying to open PDF file with unusual font encoding for space character
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2655 - license checking bug could cause crash when activating
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2539 - Update checker should use default browser
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2664 - PDF Crashes Infix.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2503 - Unable to open unencrypted PDF which included an encrypted attachment. 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z1744 - Improved save to clean-up possible problems with empty annotations. Could cause Acrobat to give an error when trying to print a PDF.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2647 - Auto correct facility added to font remapping
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2679 - crash when rendering
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2702 - can't have superscript and subscript in the same word.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2703 - Infix - wrong help topic for Delete Across Pages...
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.5 -
                                                Released 19 April 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2564 - Scanned sheet displayed as black page.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2484 - Underlines being mis-classified
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2571 - Dots moving when editing PDF. Need to turn-off tabs/leaders/bold to work
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2573 - Pdf crashes on save. 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2576 - infix - crash when unlocking doc with password
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2577 - infix - saving edits when showing interactive form fields causes extra rectangles to be added to pages.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    - stopped flight-check results window zooming to results.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2489 - Much better support for pasting HTML from the clipboard
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2596 - crash when exporting images with a CMYK LUT to PNG
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2605 - Find Replace hyperlinks in files issue.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2608 - common - crash during detectBoldText on docs with layers.
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.4 -
                                                Released 28 February 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2418 - when saving an edited PDF on a non-English language install, you could get blank pages or lose your changes.
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.3 -
                                                Released 27 February 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Some progress messages would display as garbage
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2565 - infix - gui - wrong msg in flight check warning dlg.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2567 - infix - gui
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.2 -
                                                Released 23 February 2017
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    infix - added more numbers to h/v rulers as you zoom in
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2559 - common - better handling of lines with a superscript prefix. changes to leading and text rise.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2050 - double-click selects font. also made it work on double clicking the font family as well as the variation.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2561 - Better handling when painting text through clipmasks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2562 - Changing font causes crash.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2560 - Infix - rtf export with images failed due to >ASCII chars in fname.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2551 - FlexiPDF: Gaps between characters.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2554 - Better handling of forms with hidden text fields
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2556 - parsing font cache corrupts memory.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2549 - Fonts cause problems with Infix.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2532 - Crash when trying to open restricted PDF file.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2491 - Better handling of large buttons in forms
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Find/Replace fonts was not pre-populating with the currently selected font.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2531 - stop warning about clipped text.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2518 - Text editing crash.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2510 - Misplaced characters.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2506 - Bullet characters coming out wrong/red in preview.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2499 - Paste in original position does not work.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2501 - infix - hang on pdf upload to transpdf
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2494 - Pdf does not display fonts correctly.
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.1 -
                                                Released 16 November 2016
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2325 - Hyperlink tool dialog not behaving itself with respect to other windows.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2349 - fix for intermittent licensing issue which could stop activation
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2347 - better handling of certain kinds of bogus PDF
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2344 - Missing glyphs at certain zooms. Missing background image due to unsupported blend mode.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2336 - View button disabled in Flight-check dlg
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2341 - Annotations could be lost between saves
                                                
                                            


                                

                            

                        

                    
                    
                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                            
                                                Infix
                                                Version
                                                7.1.0 -
                                                Released 09 November 2016
                                            
                                        

                                    

                                    
                                        
                                            Download
                                        

                                    

                                

                            


                            
                            
                            
                                
                                    	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2314 - Cancel not working on Help->Deactivate... dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2311 - Reset spacing button not working in Spacing palette
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2309 - Buy Credits button is duplicated on dialog.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2308 - Export XLIFF would open Wine Explorer on MacOS
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    2298 - Added new Document splitting by page count facility.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2297 - Fixed intermittent hang during Find & Replace hyperlinks
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2252 - Downloading of PDFs from transpdf.com is now more reliable.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2259 - Convert to outlines fails.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2257 - 'As Is' stamp in German loses border and blue background when used.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2256 - can't stop zoom on search result.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2251 - can't edit form in PDF.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2246 - Searchable image PDF rendered as black.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Removed bogus language which caused English to appear twice in the lang selector at start of Setup
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    New 'Server name:' field in TransPDF login dialog for connecting to alternative TransPDF servers
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    You can now change the 'Check for updates' preference when you re-install. Prior to this, when enabled it always remained enabled.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Help->About dialog now lists remaining free support & updates period
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Annual licensing model changed - see Infix pricing for details
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    New Auto-fix button on flight-check dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Updated Infix PDF Printer driver so that it works better with silent install option
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                                                    - Incorrect warning about an old license
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2241 - Possible crash when linking two text boxes
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                                                    z2219 - Fixed crash during Local->Import...
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2204 - Improved ability to fix font mapping problems using Text->Remap Selection...
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2203 - Text not rendering correctly.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2197 - Problem uploading PDF to TransPDF.com when they had non-ASCII filenames.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2191 - warn user if they try to activate using a version 5 or 6 key.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2193 - 'Replace Fonts' doesn't update document fonts list after finishing. 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2194 - "Skip words with number during spell-check" in preferences not working.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2185 - Could hang on edit of linked galleys across pages 
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                                                    z2184 - crash on extract pages with very long document
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2182 - changing shade fill colour renders incorrectly.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2180 - crash in find replace files.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    find/rep file dialog now remembers last folder selected when you click on the "Add Folder" button.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    fixed a spelling mistake in a dialog.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2156 - Incorrect computation of Ts (text shift) could lead to jumbled-up, overprinted chars.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2177 - possible missing output when exporting to other formats
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2179 - colour button shows wrong colour in text selection.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2178 - Infix crashes when you try to view the find results in certain cases
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2170 - ruler displays wrong galleys info.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2171 - delete pages moves current page.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2166 - wrongly detecting some page furniture as underline. Not detecting rectangles as underlines.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2175 - overset, linked text-boxes could give wrong reflow during bottom resize 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2159 - crashing during edits of linked text-boxes with tabs
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                                                    Help buttons in dialogs were not working for non-English versions of Infix.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2164 - Possible crash on startup caused by bad font in system folder. Font loading has been made more robust.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2163 - 'Text Box->Rebuild' missing from context menu when in Text tool.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Could not Activate using button on start-up dialog when using non-English version of Infix.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2116 - fixed minor issue when canceling from watermarking dialog
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2151 - Infix now warns if there are unresolved font issues when you try to download a 'Final' PDF from transpdf.com 
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Possible crash if you tried to upload XLIFF to transpdf.com for a non-existent PDF
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                                                    z2151 - use of licensed Infix now correctly registers the license with transpdf.com (for free usage)
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    Some 'assert' debugging messages could appear in certain cases.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2113 - Bates numbering failed on pages with negative bounding-box coordinates.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2143 - Underline Options... menu item should be greyed out unless using the Text tool.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2146 - editing an image can cause image to be moved when reloaded
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2138 - Image->Edit With... doesn't work on mac - function has been removed. Edit... now opens image using Preview.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2116 - can't cancel from Page->Watermarks->Add... dlg.
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    z2122 - improved display of para spacing when multiple paragraphs are selected
                                                
                                            
	
                                                
                                                
                                                    accent detection - accents table was missing entry for ‘ä’
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                                                    Initial release of version 7
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            36 St. Faiths Lane,

            Norwich, England, NR1 1NN
                    
	sales@iceni.com



                
                Business Hours


                	Monday-Friday: 9am to 5pm (UK)
	Weekends: Closed
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